
 

WE BUILD HOMES. WE BUILD DREAMS 
 

BUSINESS PROPOSAL 

OUR MISSION 

Alatyr is a leader in delivering high quality construction services to our customers by exceeding 

their expectations and demonstrating exceptional performance by every member of our team. 

We design and build handcrafted log and timber houses, which are a true reflection of intricate 

beauty and comfort. Combining love for nature with advanced technologies, Alatyr has provided 

thousands of customers from Russia, France, Germany, Lithuania, the Czech Republic, and other 

countries in Europe with timeless log and timber homes of exceptional beauty.  

 

PROJECT DETAILS 

Alatyr provides custom cedar log cabin homes constructed using cedar from Altai located in the 

West Siberia region of Asian Russia. The use of environmentally safe and healthy wood 

guarantees structural integrity, resistance to heat and frost, as well as durability of our buildings. 

Wood has a long-lasting stress reducing effect on people and makes home feel warm and cozy. 

Each house is built by the professionals of the Altai region – craftsmen of the company and 

winners of the international competition ‘Axe Day’.   

Our customers share the same passion as we do: attachment to nature and appreciation of 

original design. Alatyr provides high quality solutions to building wooden houses and saunas, 

designing courtyards, and implementing projects of any complexity.    

 

WHY US?  

 Each house is built using 400 to 600 mm diameter Siberian cedar logs (1500 mm possible 

at the request); 

 We use logs of non-standard length (from 7 to 12 meters); 

 Siberian cedar logs are energy saving, natural, and environmentally friendly; 

 Log houses can be used all year round. In summer log and timber houses feel pleasantly 

cool and during the winter stay warm; 

 We have a team of Russia’s best architects, who can cope with any project tailored to the 

needs of the customer. Our priority is to ensure 100% customer satisfaction.  

PRICING 

The price for our services depends on the complexity of the project. Below is the general cost 

breakdown (note that the final price is determined when the customer receives the business 

proposal).   

 Cost estimation of the building –  $476 per m3 (if DAF in Barnaul) 

 Cost of wall material cutting – $429 per m3 (if DAF in Barnaul)   

 Cost of assembly of wall material to build foundation – $95 per m3   



 

 Cost of materials – $238 per m3  (including transportation, 

loading & unloading services,  log sanding, log processing, and 

wood preservation) 

CONTACTS 

Thank you for your interest in our company. We are looking forward to our fruitful and 

enjoyable cooperation!  

Address: 8 Yuzhny Drive Barnaul, the Altai Region Russia 

 

Website: http://alatyr-altai.ru   

                http://alatyr-kedr.ru/ 

https://www.instagram.com/alatyrkom/ 

 

E-mail: stone-alatyr@mail.ru 

Phone: +7(385)225-15-40 ; +7(903)947 -65-40 
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